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2 Thomas Pl, Razorback

MAGNIFICENT BESPOKE - COUNTRY
RESIDENCE - HIGHLAND VIEWS
AMAZING in EVERY REGARD! A joy to experience, accolades all round, we
are totally impressed, spacious acres (2.5 approx) wonderful owner vision,
total evaluation maximising where possible all facets, creativity,
craftsmanship & perfect execution delivering a stunning opportunity
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Price

SOLD for $1,825,000

Property TypeResidential
Property ID

1068

Land Area

2.50 ac

located within the prominent RAZORBACK RANGE. Jaw dropping features

Agent Details

throughout, expansive unrivalled executive living, entertainment focussed

Thomas Schweigler - 0451 042 086

& on point to satisfy a fastidious purchaser. One must experience to

David Goulding - 0416 042 086

appreciate, the images transcend the opportunity.
Maximum impact, what an entry, symmetry & balance, you know you have
something very special to offer when you very first approach the property
via the gated entry, alight the sweeping driveway & sculpted landscaping &
then step onto the front portico, stopping for a moment to admire left &
right. Solid construction, structural integrity evident with this split level
design of over 700m2 documented elements. Take the rear panoramic
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Office Details
Reside
3/112 ARGYLE STREET Picton
NSW 2571 Australia
02 4677 3611

